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Abstract 

The purpose of this master thesis is to contribute a service-based decentralized architecture for 

Electronic Control Unit (ECU) with fault tolerant control.  

As ECU systems are becoming large-scaled, centralized-architecture fault tolerant control is 

facing challenges in performance, complexity and engineering, for its dependencies, non-

modular, non-scalable and so on. In Scania’s ECUs, the architecture is applied by a 

centralized diagnose system.  

In this thesis, an alternative solution – service-based decentralized architecture is presented. In 

the architecture, both diagnostic and reconfiguration are completely decentralized in modules 

of ECU system. Modules can be seen as a software component with self fault tolerant control 

abilities, which provides different quality of service to system. A purely service view of ECU 

system can be built as the foundation both for fault tolerant control architecture and for 

modeling control system. 

The thesis project is, firstly to implement a general decentralized diagnostic platform which 

can be called by modules of Scania Exhaust Emission Control system (EEC3) system. A 

centralized communication node is constructed for off-board diagnosis by PC-tools. Lastly, 

service based architecture is built in EEC3 PUMC module as service provider.  

Keywords: Fault Tolerant Control, Decentralized Diagnosis Platform, Service-Based, 

Reconfiguration, ECU 
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Chapter 1 

 1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Nowadays, modern vehicles are more and more relied on microcontrollers or Electronic 

Control Unit (ECUs). A modern truck can use thirty or more ECUs with individual function 

to control different parts of vehicle, such as engine control, stability control, peripherals 

control and so on. As more and more sensors and actuators are used by ECUs, fault 

propagation caused by such components failure and internal system faults might easily affect 

the performance of vehicle system. In order to avoid performance deteriorations or damage to 

machine and human [1], ECUs with Fault Tolerant Control (FTC) is widely used in vehicle 

industry. 

 

From a system-theoretic view (Figure 1), FTC concerns the interaction between a given 

system (plant) and a controller [1]. Fault Tolerant Control are mainly consist of three parts: 

fault detection, fault diagnosis and fault management [2], as shown in Figure 2. For vehicle 

industry, fault management is generally achieved by reconfiguration. Reconfiguration is used 

to leading a plant to a possible degraded but acceptable performance. In this sense, fault 

tolerant control can be achieved [1] [3]. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1 FTC System-Theoretic View 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2 Overview of General FTC System 

There are several different hierarchical architectures for fault tolerant control. One standard 

architecture, as often suggested in the previous research [1] [4], is centralized. That is, to have 

one centralized diagnostic manager diagnosing the whole plant and then a centralized 

reconfiguration based on the diagnosis result [3], as shown in Figure 3. We can also indicate 

this centralization by the MAPE (Monitor, Analyze, Plan and Execute) loop pattern shown in 

Figure 4 [5].  
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Figure 3 Centralized FTC 

 
Figure 4 Centralized MAPE Loop Pattern 

In some of Scania’s previous ECU systems, this centralized architecture has been applied. In 

the ECUs, a centralized diagnostic system is used. For example, in Scaina Exhaust Emission 

Control system (EEC3), as shown in Figure 5, centralized Diagnostic Manager (DIMA) is 

constructed. It loops to gather fault information from different modules on different layers, 

and make centralized fault diagnose. And Accommodation Action Manager is in charge of 

centralized reconfiguration action. Moreover, there are other centralized managers, such as 

DTCM, control diagnostic trouble code information in the EEC3 system, which are also 

related to fault management. 

 

Standard package of common functionality, 

including diagnostic manager DIMA

Accommodation Action Manager

DTCM – Diagnostic Trouble Code

 
Figure 5 Overview of EEC3 Architecture 
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1.2 Motivation 

As plant system is becoming large-scaled, centralized-architecture FTC is facing challenges in 

system performance, complexity and engineering, for its dependencies, non-modular, non-

scalable and so on [6].  

An alternative solution - decentralized architecture, might be needed to solve the problem.  

There are mainly three reasons to support [6]. The first is to obtain good FTC performance. In 

centralized architecture, FTC system has to collect all fault information from the whole plant 

system, then make centralized diagnose and reconfiguration response action. For one specific 

module, it will have to wait after centralized MAPE loop is finished, and then execute local 

reconfiguration action accordingly. In decentralized architecture, a fast and guaranteed 

response can be executed locally and immediately by local module. The second is about the 

complexity associated with the number of fault combinations and number reconfiguration 

possibilities that would be considered in a centralized solution. A third non-technical, but still 

very important, reason is that is to facilitate efficient distributed engineering of large scale 

system, so that the FTC system can be maintained by multiple engineers with clear 

responsibility distribution. 

1.3 Purpose and Objectives 

Our master thesis is part of the DIAGUIDE project financed in part by Vinnova and Scania 

R&D department, aiming to construct a prototype for service-based decentralized architecture 

of ECU fault tolerant control. The particular purpose of this thesis is to build a service-based 

decentralized diagnose platform which can be applied to control systems in Scania. In control 

system, a decentralized and modular architecture can be modeled by dividing the system into 

sub-modular with decentralized diagnose and decentralized reconfiguration (Figure 6). Each 

sub-modular has self-aware service status and is able to communicate status with each other. 

A purely service-view of control system is to be built.  

 

In future work, in order to handle subtle faults which usually cause uncertainties to system, 

the service-based architecture can used in Bayesian network in modeling and making 

inference for the whole control system.  

 

In parallel to this thesis two complementary studies were made; design patterns for service-

based fault tolerant mechatronic systems [7] and a study of architecture for fault-tolerant 

control and construction of Bayesian network for diagnosis [8].  

 

The master thesis project is collaborated with Rui Li, seen in [9].  

 

The objectives of the combined master thesis project are shown as below: 

 

 Construct a decentralized diagnosis system for ECUs 

 Apply the decentralized diagnosis system to part of the EEC3 system 

 Build service based architecture in part of in EEC3 SCR system 
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Figure 6 Decentralized Architecture for FTC 

 

The specific objectives for my thesis are shown as below: 

 

 Build decentralized calibration and Diagnostic Manager Basic Software DIMA-BSW 

in updating DEC/DTC 

 Construct a centralized communication node for off-board diagnosis in PC-tools 

 Build a service-based architecture in EEC3 SCR system, mainly focus on PUMC 

service estimation and reconfiguration of stop-pressure variant.  

1.4 Outline of Thesis 

Below is the outline of chapters in this thesis. 

Chapter 2 
This chapter gives an overview of Scania centralized diagnostic system for ECUs, on which 

our implementation of decentralized diagnostic system is based on.  

Chapter 3 
Chapter 3 explained the detailed implementation of decentralized DIMA and centralized 

communication node. 

Chapter 4 
In this chapter, we apply the centralized diagnose system to EEC3 system. A demonstration is 

displayed and a discussion is illustrated.  

Chapter 5 
In this chapter, we illustrate the theory of service-based fault tolerant control system, and 

show how to fit the general service concepts and principles into general FTC system. 
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Chapter 6 
In our thesis, we introduce the SCR (Selective catalytic reduction) system in EEC3 unit as the 

prototype for service-based architecture.  

Chapter 7 
Detailed implementation of service-based EEC3 SCR system is stated in this chapter. 

Chapter 8 
Result and conclusion of thesis work are summarized in this chapter. 
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Chapter 2 

 2 Prototype Introduction – Diagnosis System for ECUs 

This chapter is based on [10]. General diagnosis architecture DIMA platform is used for on-

board and off-board diagnosis. In this chapter, both the DIMA platform and the construction 

of diagnostic tests in EEC3 modules are described. On-board fault diagnosis which is used for 

internal degradations and off-board fault isolation which is used to guide mechanics at 

workshops to correct repair action are also described in this chapter.  

 

2.1 The DIMA platform 

2.1.1 General Architecture for the DIMA platform 

The DIMA platform consists of a basic software DIMA-BSW, an application specific DIMA-

AP and PC-Tool. In Figure 7 , it shows the general architecture of the DIMA platform
1
.  

PC-Tool
ECU

DIMA-BSW

HLAP
DIMA-AP

DTCMFAM Dima_cal

DIMA-Tool

 

Figure 7 General architecture for the DIMA platform 

DIMA-BSW contains modules for internal fault handling. Control/Manager modules are 

placed on a High Level Application layer HLAP. Layer includes the DIMA-AP modules, for 

example Diagnosis Trouble Code Manager (DTCM), which manages Diagnosis Trouble 

Code (DTC) information and provides an interface to Key Word Protocol (KWP) in order to 

communicate DTC information with external PC-tools. The dima calibration file is generated 

by DIMA-Tool. It is used to calibrate and configure DIMA-BSW. Fault Accommodation 

Manager (FAM) manages signals for fault degradation action. 

 

PC-Tool which contains DIMA-Tool is mainly for ECU calibration and configuration, which 

are used for fault information monitor and record. 

                                                 
1
 For our thesis, the DIMA platform has only the basic architecture; more advanced functions modules are not included here. 
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2.1.2 Schematic Overview of the DIMA platform 

In order to look into the information flow for diagnosis, first the relationship of diagnostic 

tests, struct, DEC and DTC number is introduced as following.  

Diagnostic Test, TestCom, DEC and DTC relationship 
In automotive systems, precompiled diagnostic tests are used to detect fault symptoms. 

Diagnostic test results are stored in the application as structs, denoted Test Communication 

structure (TestCom) for diagnostic system internal communication. Each diagnostic 

test/TestCom is associated with a Diagnose Event Code (DEC) number for engineering to 

identify and record certain fault event. Then DECs is evaluated and grouped a Diagnose 

Trouble Code (DTC) number with corresponding DTC documentation. DTCs are used for on-

board diagnostic record and degradation action. And they can also be presented to mechanic 

with PC-Tool e.g. SDP3. Since the DTCs are only symptom, they can also be used in off-

board diagnostic for mechanics to isolate faults and make the most efficient repair action 

according to its fault documentation.  

 

In this way in diagnostic system, there are two relationship for TestCom, DEC and DTC data: 

one diagnostic test to one TestCom stuct to one DEC relationship, and multiple diagnostic 

tests and DECs to one DTC relationship. An example for two tests and DECs to one DTC is 

shown in Figure 8. 

Test 1 DEC 1

DTC1

TestCom 1

Test 2 DEC 2TestCom 2

Action

 

Figure 8 Example: 2 Diagnostic Tests to 1 DTC elationship 

Schematic Overview of the DIMA platform  
DIMA tool generates calibration file. The file calibrates both on-board diagnosis in DIMA-

BSW and off-board diagnosis. Diagnostic test result communicating as TestCom-struct is 

filtered by test filter. DIMA-BSW is responsible for tracing the establishment from TestCom 

to DEC to DTC. Once specific DTC is established, accordingly accommodation actions and 

fault estimation for on-board diagnosis can be performed by FAM. DTC information is also 

presented to mechanic for off-board diagnosis fault isolation and inspector. 

2.1.3 DIMA-BSW 

The DIMA-BSW is designed as a package of central managers to handle all diagnostic tests 

and resulting actions. It provides the following actions: 

 Diagnostic test validation support, update TestCom-struct 

 Mapping diagnostic tests/TestCom into DEC numbers 

 Grouping of DECs into DTCs 

 DTC to degradations and  component status degradations 

 

The modules in DIMA-BSW should together with the DIMA-AP be able to handle the 

following tasks: 

 Handling of data produced by the tests, which includes storage of DTCs, enables of 

tests, and set component statuses. 

 Correct state transitions and corresponding DTC severity bits in communication 

protocols. 
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 Respond to diagnostic services. 

 Light warning lamps in the dashboard. 

 Request degradations.  

2.1.4 CKWP 

CKWP provides the basic software for managing KWP communication [10]. CKWP are 

responsible for: 

 CAN communication 

 Services for ISO 14230 (KWP 2000) – the standard discipline of “Road Vehicles - 

Diagnostic Systems”. 

2.1.5 DIMA-AP, DIMA manager 

The DIMA manager manages: 

 DIMA calibration and configuration.  

 Diagnostic Trouble Code Manger, DTCM, is responsible for registering DTC 

calibration file into DIMA-BSW.  

 The fault accommodation manager (FAM) manages:  Major degradations, denoted 

accommodation actions, upon requests from DIMA-BSW; Major degradation request 

prioritizing; Warning lamps, upon requests from DIMA-BSW. 

2.1.6 DIMA-tool 

DIMA-tool provides: 

  DIMA calibration file 

  DTC documentation to Xcom and SDP3 

2.2 Constructing Diagnostic Tests in ECU modules 

This section specifies how diagnostic tests are to be constructed in EEC3 systems. In addition, 

some general principles for diagnostic test construction are given. 

2.2.1 Design of Diagnostic Tests 

Many modules in ECU control system contain one or several diagnostic tests. Each diagnostic 

test checks the present of faults. An example principle view design of a diagnostic test is 

described by Figure 9. 

 

Characteristic signal calculation is used for input data filter, for input data may come directly 

from physical sensors as a measured value. Next, it is compared with a reference signal 

thresholding. When characteristic signal passes the threshold, the fault can be said to be 

pending. Usually, a fault is said to be validated, when it is pending for a specified amount of 

time. In some special cases, diagnostic test can be validated immediately, when fault pending 

flag is true. At the time instance, when a fault can be decided if it is validated or not, the 

diagnostic test’s finished flag can be set.    

 

http://www.alfa145.co.uk/obd/14230-2s.pdf
http://www.alfa145.co.uk/obd/14230-2s.pdf
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Figure 9 A principle view of a diagnostic test 

2.2.2 Communication between Diagnostic Tests and DIMA-BSW 

The variables exchanged between a diagnostic test and DIMA-BSW are collected in a 

structure variable denoted TestCom struct. The purpose of the TestCom is both to keep in 

memory a diagnostic test’s states between executions, and to report result to DIMA-BSW. 

TestCom Struct 
The TestCom Struct includes several bits which represent different aspects of a diagnostic test. 

For example, as we mention above, there are flag bits for test condition, fault pending, and 

fault validation and so on. 

 

This data type - TestCom struct is defined in the module DIMA-BSW and is instantiated and 

stored in each diagnostic test module. The calibration in DIMA-AP also has a pointer to each 

TestCom variable.  

2.2.3 The execution of a Diagnostic Test 

In this section we discuss how a general diagnostic test should be executed to obtain a proper 

communication with DIMA-BSW. The execution of a diagnostic test should follow the flow 

diagram in Figure 10 and Figure 11. 

2.2.4 Diagnostic Test Validation and Communication to DIMA-BSW 

To ensure that the bits in the diagnostic test com structs are estimated in a systematic and 

correct manner, the support functions in TSTU must be used. The different support functions 

for in TSTU are presented. For exact declarations of the functions are given in the DIMA-

BSW header file. 

TSTU Check Fault Validation  
The simplest function is TSTU check validation function. Fault validation only depends on 

test condition fulfill and fault pending. Once these two arguments are set to be TRUE, fault 

will be validated.  

TSTU Check Fault Validation with Pending Time 
The next function is TSTU Check Fault Validation with Pending Time which provides time 

filtering. 
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Start

Caculate the test 

condtion

Write the condition 

fullfiled flag

Is conditionsFulfilled=TRUE and 

testEnabled = TRUE

Reset the

faultPending flag

No

Execute the test 

validation

Yes

Has the test 

finished

Yes

Write the test 

finished

Set the 

testFinished flag

End

No

 
Figure 10 The execution of a diagnostic test 

 
Figure 11 Diagnostic test execution and corresponding flags in testCom-struct 

TSTU Check Fault Validation with Cycle Time 
Next is TSTU Check Fault Validation with Cycled Time which provides cycle filtering. 

Read of Specific Bits in a TestCom str 
Tstu Read TestCom function is to read specific bits in the TestCom struct. 

Write Specific Bits in a TestCom str 
Write function Tstu update TestCom is to write specific bits in the TestCom struct.  
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Chapter 3 

 3 Implementation of Decentralized Diagnose 

In Chapter 2 Figure 7, the general architecture of the DIMA platform is presented. It is a 

centralized architecture, also shown in Figure 12 as below. Centralized DIMA-BSW is 

located on layer. Centralized accommodation manager and calibration file are located on 

HLAP layer. Centralized DTCM handles the management of DTC information. Diagnostic 

tests locate in domain modules on different layers. 

ECU

DIMA-BSW

HLAP
DIMA-AP

DTCMFAM Dima_cal

Module

Diagnostic Tests
 

Figure 12 Centralized DIMA platform 

ECU

HLAP
DIMA-AP

DTCM

Module

Centralized 

Communication Node

Decentralized DIMA-BSW

Decentralized Calibration

Diagnostic Tests

 

Figure 13 Decentralized DIMA Platform 

In our decentralized architecture, we have diagnostic tests; decentralized calibration; 

decentralized DIMA-BSW and decentralized reconfiguration action placed in ECU modules, 

as shown in  

Figure 13. The decentralized information flow is the same that follows the information flow 

of diagnosis system. 

 

In the implementation, first a general decentralized DIMA-BSW is built. It is not directly 

included in any schedules process but instead can be event driven by calls from EEC3 

modules. Therefore, general decentralized DIMA-BSW module is called and executed locally 

in domain modules. 

 

To calibrate decentralized DIMA-BSW, specific decentralized calibration information is 

added locally in ECU modules. Instead of reading accommodation action signal from FAM, 

modules read signal and perform accommodation actions locally.  

 

In this way, control module of ECU is more component-based fault tolerant control, which is 

self-awareness and self-adaptive to faults with its own diagnose, calibration and action.  
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Since DTC data are now dispersedly located in different modules, in order to monitor DTC 

information from a system view, we modify centralized DTCM and add a centralized 

communication node module. Centralized communication node will generate automatically a 

centralized file containing pointers to all DTCs in the system. And it communicates DTCs 

information with external PC-Tools through KWP.  

 

Detailed implementation will be introduced in following sections. 

3.1 Implementation of Data Package for Decentralized Calibration  

3.1.1 What is calibration 

Calibration information is mainly consisting of two parts. One is DEC/DTC calibration 

information, such as DEC number, DTC number and DTC accommodation action etc., 

denoted as DEC definition struct and DTC calibration struct. They are belonging to 

DEC/DTC data package in ECU system. The other is information of validation relationships 

among diagnostic test, DEC and DTC (section 2.1.2).  

 

In centralized architecture, calibration information are collected and stored in one centralized 

calibration file - dima_cal as shown in DIMA-AP (Figure 12). In decentralized architecture, 

we modify test data packages and place them with their diagnostic tests in domain modules. 

In this way, decentralized calibration is achieved. Detailed implementation is illustrated 

below.  

3.1.2 Test Data Structs in Decentralized DIMA-BSW 

In decentralized architecture, decentralized calibration should be placed locally in EEC3 

modules. Therefore, in our implementation, the test data packages are modified as the 

following three structs, and they are defined in the DIMA-BSW header file and instantiated in 

EEC3 modules with diagnostic tests: 

 TestCom_DEC struct: We combined the two TestCom and DEC data packages: 

o TestCom struct 

o DEC struct 

 DEC variable struct 

 DEC number 

 DTC_Structs 

 DIMA_Test_Struct: through this main test data struct, it can trace all the test data 

information by using pointers to the two above test data package. 

o Pointer to TestCom_DEC struct 

o Pointer to DTC struct 

An overview of the three test data strcuts for Decentralize DIMA-BSW  is shown as below: 
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TestCom_DEC struct

DTC_Struct

DTC 

Variable 

Struct

DTC 

Calibration 

Struct

DEC Data Package

DEC 

Variable 

Struct

DEC 

Definition 

Struct

TestCom 

Struct

DIMA_Test_Struct

TestCom_DEC 

struct pointer

DTC struct 

pointer

 
Figure 14 Overview of Test Data Structs for Decentralized DIMA-BSW 

For the first part of calibration, DEC definition struct and DTC calibration struct are palaced 

inside TestCom_DEC struct and DTC_struct. The second part – validation relationship: in 

section 2.1.2, we pack TestCom struct and DEC data package together as TestCom_DEC 

struct. For DEC to DTC relationship, it is achieved by DIMA_Test_Struct. It contains 

pointers to TestCom_DEC struct and DTC struct. In this way, DEC is connected to the related 

DTC.  

 

Since the three data structs are instantiated locally in modules, decentralized calibration is 

achieved in modules of system. 

 

Below is an example of data struct construction to achieve two-diagnostic-tests-to-1-DTC 

relationship.  

Example: Two diagnostic Tests to 1 DTC Relationship 
Take Figure 8 as an example: two diagnostic tests are both related to 1 DTC. In order to 

achieve this, detailed test data structure is shown in Figure 15 as below: 

 

There are 2 diagnostic tests shown as TestCom_DEC 1 and TestCom_DEC 2. They are both 

related to DTC struct 1. Therefore, in DIMA Test struct 1 and 2, pointer of TestCom_DEC 1 

and pointer of TestCom_DEC 2 are both packed with pointer of DTC struct 1 as yellow arrow 

in the figure. When DIMA Test structs are fetched by DIMA-BSW, DIMA-BSW can have the 

relationship - 2 diagnostic tests to 1 DTC. How can the DTC struct itself present the 

relationship information? It is achieved by an array pointer in DTC calibration sturct. Pointer 

points to an array, which contains pointers pointing back to all connected TestCom_DEC 

structs, as the blue array in the figure. In this way, DTC can update its variables struct 

according to all connected DECs’ statuses, which will be explained later in the next section. 
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DTC Struct

DTC 

Calibration 

Struct

DTC

TestCom_DEC

TEST

DTC 

Variable 

Struct

TestCom_DEC struct 1

DEC Data Package

DEC 

Variable 

Struct

DEC 

Definition 

Struct

TestCom 

Struct

TestCom_DEC struct 2

DEC Data Package

DEC 

Variable 

Struct

DEC 

Definition 

Struct

TestCom 

Struct

DIMA Test Struct 1

TestCom_DEC 

struct pointer

DTC struct 

pointer

DIMA Test Struct 2 

TestCom_DEC 

struct pointer
DTC struct 

pointer

 
Figure 15 Detailed Data Struct Implementation for Example 

3.2 Implementation of Decentralized DIMA-BSW 

Decentralized DIMA-BSW as a main function is event-driven by calls from diagnostic tests in 

EEC3 modules. Decentralized DIMA-BSW contains several sub-functions, together with 

which handles the whole information flow.  Detailed implementation is illustrated below. 

3.2.1 Decentralized DIMA-BSW Event Drive Function 

DIMA-BSW’s functionality is introduced before in section 2.1.3. A basic information flow in 

DIMA-BSW is extracted as below in Figure 16.  

 

There are four main parts in DIMA-BSW, as updating TestCom struct which is called by 

diagnostic test in application module, updating DEC, grouping DTC and send accommodation 

action to FAM according to DTC calibration information.  
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DIMA-BSW

Test filter
Diagnostic 

Test
DEC DTC

Accomodation 

Action
FAM

 
Figure 16 Basic Information Flow Concerned to DIMA-BSW 

Therefore, for decentralized DIMA-BSW, it is also consist of four parts: 

 Diagnostic test validation support, update TestCom-struct 

 Mapping diagnostic tests/TestCom into DEC numbers 

 Grouping of DECs into DTCs 

 DTC to accommodation action 

Definition of Decentralized DIMA-BSW  Event Drive Function 
Each of the three decentralized DIMA-BSW variants is consisted of three sub-functions as 

shown below
2
: 

Definition of function Dima_EventDrive():  

 Dima_chkValidation: check diagnostic test situation instantaneously and 

change the status of TestCom accordingly 

 Dima_updateTestVar: update DEC variables and part of DTC variables 

according to TestCom struct statuses. 

 Dima_updatepartDTCVar: update part of DTC variables according to connected 

DEC statuses. 

Definition of Dima_EventDriveTime(): 

 Dima_chkTimeValidation: check diagnostic test situation with pending time, 

and change the status of TestCom accordingly 

 Dima_updateTestVar 

 Dima_updatepartDTCVar 

Definition of Dima_EventDriveCycle(): 

 Dima_chkCycleValidation: check diagnostic test situation with cycle time, 

and change the status of TestCom accordingly 

 Dima_updateTestVar 

 Dima_updatepartDTCVar 

 

As shown above, the three decentralized DIMA-BSW share the second and third sub 

functions: Dima_updateTestVar and Dima_updatepartDTCVar. The only 

difference of the three variants is the first sub-function Dima_chk*Validation. We 

keep the first sub function is as the original Tstu_chk*Validation function. Since there 

are three variants of Tstu_chk*Validation, the first sub function 

Dima_chk*Validation has three variants accordingly. Therefore, decentralized DIMA-

BSW has three variants. 

 

                                                 
2
 Decentralized action handler is in Rui Li’s Master Thesis [9]. 
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Diagnostic test can choose centralized/decentralized DIMA-BSW conveniently by calling 

different functions. To select decentralized DIMA-BSW is by calling decentralized DIMA-

BSW event-driven function Dima_chk*Validation. 

Example Function: DIMA_ EventDriveTime() 
Here we take Dima_EventDriveTime() as an example for detailed functionality explanation.  

 

The Dima_EventDriveTime()’s sub-functions are shown as below: 

 Dima_chkTimeValidation: to check validation of diagnostic tests with fault 

pending timer and update TestCom struct accordingly. 

 Dima_updateTestVar: update DEC var and part of DTC var according to 

testcom’s status.  

o Update DECvar status: In decentralized DIMA-BSW, we will only keep the basic 

function of updating DECvar for simplification. The update statuses in 

decentralized DIMA-BSW are faultValidated, validatedSinceECUon. The other 

statuses in DECBITS are used by other advanced functionality of centralized 

DIMA. So we leave them as default value. 

 

For each basic status listed above, the detailed introduction is described as follow: 

- faultValidated: this status records the fault validation if the test is enable and 

finished, and fault has been pending for enough set of time.  

- faultOccurrences: this status records the occurrence times of this specific fault. 

If the fault is invalidated before and once has been detected being validated in 

this time of information flow, the counter of fault validation will plus one. 

Otherwise it will keep still as its original value.  

 

o Update part of DTCvar status: The function Dima_updateTestVar only 

update following statuses in DTCvar struct: occuranceCounter, DTCstatus, as 

tagged with green color in the figure. Since these statuses of DTC variable share the 

similar update logic flow as DECvar status above, according to the statuses of 

TestCom struct. So we keep them in the same sub-function 

Dima_updateTestVar with update DECvar status. Functionality simplification 

of decentralized DIMA-BSW, as illustrated the above Update DECvar status 

section. 

For each DTC status listed as green color, the detailed introduction is described as 

follow: 

- DTCstatus: DTCstatus is similar with faultValidated in DECvar struct. The 

difference is that DTCstatus has two bits defined as enum - ACTIVE and 

PASSIVE to indicate different DTC validation situations. ACTIVE is equal to 

DTC fault validated, while PASSIVE indicates that the DTC in last update 

process is validated and it turns to invalidated in this current update process. 

The reason for this difference is to show more detailed information of DTC 

status for mechanics to make off-board diagnostic.  

- occuranceCounter: is similar to faultOccurrences in DECvar struct. It records 

the validated occurrence times of this specific DTC.  
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 Dima_updatepartDTCVar: update the rest of DTCvar, according to the statuses 

of every connected DEC.  

o update DTCvar: The rest statuses is related to all connected testComs’(DECs) 

status as the relationship we introduction in section 2.1.2.  

3.3 Diagnostic Test and Decentralized Action in ECU modules 

The construction of diagnostic test inside ECU modules is the same with centralized diagnose 

system as described in section 2.2.  

 

In decentralized architecture, decentralized action handler can read actions signals directly 

from local DTC calibration struct. More information about decentralized action handler can 

be seen in [9]. Since decentralized action is specific to module’s functionality, there is no 

general implementation of decentralized action. In chapter 7, decentralized action is achieved 

by module self-reconfiguration. There will be an example of module PUMC reconfiguration 

described in section 7.1.6.    

3.4 Implementation of Centralized Communication Node 

Centralized Communication Node CMNO is used to collect all DEC/DTC data in the system 

and provide a communication interface to off-board diagnose PC-tools such as XCOM and 

SDP3 [9].  

3.4.1 Information Flow of Communication Node  

CMNO is placed together with DIMA-BSW in  

Figure 13. The information flow of centralized communication node is shown in Figure 17.  

 

First, communication node cal file generator works off-board to automatically generate a 

centralized calibration file for CMNO. DTCM is responsible to register this calibration 

information into CMNO. PC-Tools can call CMNO by sending requests and communication 

node will response with DEC/DTC information through CKWP.  

ECU

Application

module

DEC/DTC 

Data 

Communication 

Node Cal File

Communication 

Node

PC-Tools

module

DEC/DTC 

Data 

Communication 

Node Cal File 

Generator

CKWP

DTCM

 
Figure 17 Information Flow of Communication Node 
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3.4.2 Communication Node Cal File Generator 

Communication Node Cal File Generator works off-board. It automatically collects 

decentralized DEC/DTC data in EEC3 modules, and generate a communication node 

calibration file. In the file, there are two centralized arrays which contain pointers to all 

decentralized DEC and DTC data package (section 3.1.2) in the system. The centralized 

communication node cal file together with DTCM is placed on HLAP layer (System layer) in 

ECU system. 

3.4.3 DTCM 

DTCM on HLAP layer (Figure 7)  is responsible for gather the DEC/DTC data package in the 

calibration file and merging them into one main data struct, denoted as dtcm_x_cmnoreg_str. 

Then DTCM will register this dtcm_x_cmnoreg_str into communication node by calling the 

CMNO Registration Function.  

3.4.4 Communication Node  

There are mainly 2 main part of communication node as shown in Figure 18.  

 

Register ECU’s cal info into CMNO 
One is CMNO define the CMNO Registration Function called by DTCM. This function is  to 

register EEC3’s DEC/DTC information into CMNO local variables, as we introduced above.  

Communication between KWP and CMNO 
The other part is CMNO define the CMNO CKWP communication function, which is called 

by CKWP. It is used for communication between CKWP and CMNO of DEC/DTC 

information.  

 

Since through CMNO Registration Function, system’s DEC/DTC data are stored in CMNO 

local variables. The CMNO CKWP communication function search DEC/DTC info in these 

local variables and responds specific DEC/DTC information according to CKWP’s request.  
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Figure 18 Overview  of Communnication Node 

CMNO will search DEC/DTC structs one by one according to CKWP’s request, extract 

required information, pack them into response structs and send response structs back to 

CKWP functions as an argument. Since now the DEC/DTC data packages are modified in 

decentralized calibration implementation (section 3.1.2), the response structs inside CMNO 

communication function has to be modified accordingly. While the functionality of searching 

DEC/DTC information is the same as the centralized one, the trace of search is modified to fit 

to the decentralized DEC/DTC data package.  

 

In this way, CMNO CKWP communication function is called by CKWP modules DTCS and 

SDTC and interacts in request/response procedure. CKWP communicates with PC-Tools by 

CAN bus and provides service for KWP 2000(section 2.1.4).  

3.5 Conclusion 

The conclusion of implementation is as follow:  

 A new test data package is built for decentralized calibration. They are placed locally 

in modules of ECU system.  

 Decentralized DIMA-BSW is constructed. It is event-driven by ECU modules, so that 

modules can be self-aware and self-adaptive to faults.  

 Centralized communication node is built to communicate DEC/DTC data to PC-Tool 

through KWP interface.    
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Remarks: 

 Decentralized DIMA can be executed parallel with the centralized DIMA. 

 Application of decentralized diagnose system can be seen in next chapter.  

 By changing the interface of KWP, we can choose centralized DIMA or centralized 

communication node to get DEC/DTC status. 
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Chapter 4 

 4 Apply Decentralized Diagnose System to EEC3 System 

We choose EEC3 system as the application case for decentralized diagnose system. 

 

EEC3 system as introduced before in section 1.1. There are modules on application layer 

consist of diagnostic tests, such as SCR Manager Hydraulic Diagnosis, which can be applied 

to decentralized diagnose system. In this chapter, following the application steps in section 

4.1, a demonstration of EEC3 system is shown.  Two examples are chosen to implement 

decentralized diagnose system in EEC3 system.  

4.1 Steps to Apply Decentralized Diagnose System in ECUs 

ECU Modules with diagnostic tests inside can be easily applied to decentralize diagnose 

system. It is mainly lie in three steps: One is the modification of module header file, the 

second is modification of module source file and the third is to apply communication node on 

ECU system level.  

4.1.1 Module Header File Modification 

In module header files, according to original TestCom object, we declare all the three 

decentralized test data structs’ object (section 3.1.2): 

 TestCom_DEC struct, DTC_Struct objects are declared as structure’s interface used 

by communication node. 

 DIMA_Test_Struct object is used by dima event drive function. 

4.1.2 Module Source File Modification 

The steps of module source file modification is as below 

 Define the three test data struct objects which are declared in header file by setting 

calibration data and some initial values. 

 Replace former testCom objects with the accordingly new trace in DIMA_Test_Struct. 

 Replace with Dima_EventDrive*() function to event drive decentralized DIMA-

BSW.  

 Add decentralized action handler so that module can read action signal locally. 

4.1.3 Applying Communication Node on System Layer 

The steps are as below: 

 Run communication node cal file generator (section 3.4.2) off-board to automatically 

generate calibration files dima_cmno_cal.h/.c. Place the files on ECU system layer.  

 DTCM module includes dima_cmno_cal.h file and put communication node’s 

calibration information into its local variable dtcm_x_cmnoreg_str. Then DTCM calls 

 the CMNO Registration Function function to register communication node’s 

centralized calibration info into dima’s communication node. (section 3.4.3).  
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More detailed information can be seen in [11]. 

 

4.2 Demonstration 

As introduced before in section 2.1.2, there are two relationships between diagnostic test, 

DEC and DTC: one-to-one, multiple-to-one relationship. Based on this, in our demonstration, 

there are two examples: For one-to-one relationship, we choose module dacl on EEC3 

application layer as the example. For multiple-to-one relationship, we choose mchk modules 

on application layer as the example.  

 

More detailed information of demonstration is in [9]. The build-up of development tools and 

hardware for EEC3 is also introduced in [9]. 

4.3 Discussion 

In our first part of thesis, we have built a decentralized diagnose system, which can be easily 

applied to any ECU. In demonstration, we choose EEC3 system as a use case. From the 

demonstration, the three reasons to support decentralized architecture (section 1.2) is partly 

achieved in our implementation.  

 

 To obtain good FTC performance 

The central possessing in DIMA is eliminated. In original centralized processing, it 

loops to make one FTC execution of ECU system. Since now we place the 

decentralized diagnose system in modules of ECU system, it will execute with 

modules to make one FTC execution. In decentralized architecture, a fast and 

guaranteed response can be executed locally and immediately by local module. The 

performance of FTC is improved.  

 

 To reduce complexity 

In EEC3 system, for example, there are 186 number of tests. They are all combined in 

one centralized DIMA. The complexity of fault isolation and the number of fault 

action possibilities is considered in centralized solution. In decentralized diagnose 

system, only module-oriented test and DEC/DTC is placed locally in the module. The 

dependencies and relevant measure is reduced in decentralized architecture. Less 

number of code lines is achieved in module-oriented FTC and it is easier to analyze 

and understand. 

 

 to facilitate efficient distributed engineering of large scale system 

In centralized architecture, for example EEC3 centralized calibration file dima_cal, it 

consist more lines of code. It would cause difficulty for responsibility distribution of 

multiple engineers. Since in decentralized architecture, calibration information is 

placed more module-oriented, modular FTC system can be maintained by multiple 

engineers with clear responsibility distribution. 
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Chapter 5 

 5 Theory of Service-Based System for Fault Tolerant Control 

In this chapter, theory of service-based fault tolerant control system is introduced. This 

chapter is based on [6] [3]. 

 

For decentralized architecture, both diagnosis and reconfiguration are completely 

decentralized in modules of control system. Therefore, modules with self-awareness and self-

adaptive to faults, can be seen as service provider to provide different qualities of service. A 

purely service oriented view of control system can be built as the foundation both for FTC 

architecture and for modeling control system. 

 

Further, since in each module of the control system, diagnosis and reconfiguration are 

included and use only locally available service signals, no extra dependencies are added to 

control system. The service view with no cyclic dependency is further used to obtain 

Bayesian networks for modeling.  

5.1 Basic Concept 

We consider a control system as a modular system, in which we can partition control system 

software into separate parts called components or modules. Each module communicates with 

other modules within control system.  

5.1.1 The Service View  

In control system, the purpose of each module is to provide one or several services. Service 

means the purpose or the objective of module. A service view of modules is shown in Figure 

19.  

Customer

Service Provider

Supplier 1 Supplier 2

Scope

 

Figure 19 The service view of modules 
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We view each module as a service provider. Service provider provides services to service 

customers, which are modules in higher level of the system. Customer itself may also be a 

service provider to other modules.  And service provider may also use a number of service 

suppliers to get input service to from lower level modules. 

 

In our service view of system, the service dependencies always has the direction from bottom 

to top, as from supplier to service provider in Figure 19 by the grey arrow. This is different 

from signal flow as shown in black arrow in the figure. To find out the direction of service 

dependencies, one can think of how faults propagate in the system. For example, a fault in a 

slave controller can only propagate and affect the service of its master controller.  

 

One main advantage with this from-bottom-to-up service view is that the service 

dependencies form a graph with no directed cycles. This means it can be used as the basis for 

a Bayesian network modeling the system.  

 

Meanwhile, how to determine the granulation of the partition of control software into modules, 

is a matter of consideration.  

5.1.2 Service Status 

A service provider can provide different qualities of service, as service status. There are three 

classes of service statuses, which denoted as 

 Nominal (NOM) 

 Disturbed (DIST) 

 Unavailable (UNA) 

 

The status NOM is available of service. The status DIST usually means service provider can 

provide a degradation quality of its service, while the status UNA means unavailable of 

service. In DIST status, it can be extended to several levels of disturbed, i.e. DIST1, DIST2,  

DIST3,  etc, according to need for a specific service provider.  

5.1.3 Scope 

See in Figure 19, each service provider only concerns and allows to use information within its 

scope. This is quite important to minimize the dependencies between modules in service view. 

The scope contains input service status from service suppliers, service status of itself which 

outputs to service customer and often some parts of hardware or electronics diagnostic tests.  

5.1.4 Service Status Estimation 

The service provider not only has the responsibility to provide its service to customer, but also 

is in charge to monitor and estimate the status of its service and to communicate this 

estimated status to its customer. Detailed principle of service status estimation is introduced in 

section 5.2.2 below. 

5.2 General Principles of a Service Provider 

There are several tasks that a service provider is responsible for, as listed below: 

 Provide its service to customer 

 To achieve fault tolerant, reconfiguration if fault presents 

 Estimate the status of these service and communicate service status to customer 
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The first task – provide its service to customer is depending on specific module’s 

functionality, which will not be illustrated here for general principles. Detailed information 

about reconfiguration and service status estimation are stated as below.  

5.2.1 Reconfiguration: Variant and Selector 

To achieve fault tolerance, the standard solution is reconfiguration. In the paper, 

reconfiguration is implemented by using concepts of variants and selector. This is, a service 

provider may exist several variants and each variant represents different level of service 

quality, as service status. A selector is used by selecting the most appropriate variant to be 

executed.  

5.2.2 Service Status Estimation 

The service status estimation can be seen as a mapping from each combination of estimated 

supplier service statuses and diagnostic test results to service status to service customer and 

selection of variants. See in Figure 20, in the simplest cases, this mapping can be achieved by 

using if- or switch/case- statement. In more involved cases, the mapping can use look-up table 

or a model base approach.  

In: estimated supplier service statuses

Diagnostic test result

Out: estimated service status to customer

Selectrion of variants

Mapping

 If/switch statement

 Look-up table

 Model based approach

 
Figure 20 Serivce Provider Service Status Estimation 

If the connected service supplier is hardware (physical) components, which don’t have the 

ability to estimate and communicate the status of its services, we can assume they are always 

NOM. Related diagnostic test can cover the estimation of their service status. 

5.2.3 Summary 

In summary, the elements of service provider is listed as below: 

 A service provider may exist in several variants, and there is a selector to select the 

most appropriate variant. 

 The service estimation uses as input: estimated service statues communicated from 

suppliers, and diagnostic tests result. 

 The service status estimation must be represent efficiently, e.g. in a lookup table.  

5.3 Diagnostic Modeling 

A diagnostic model is a model that includes all relevant faults and the symptoms they cause in 

the system. There are two reasons for diagnostic modeling. The first is the use for analysis, 

and the second is for model based diagnosis and troubleshooting in the workshop.  

 

A system with service providers, software modules, and hardware components, arranged such 

that no directed cycles appear, can be interpreted as a causal network. Then by adding 

probabilities, we obtain a Bayesian network. In addition to service provider, we add nodes 

also for diagnostic test, estimated service status and selectors.  

 

Detailed information is shown as an example of PUMC in section 7.1.7. 
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Chapter 6 

 6 Prototype Introduction - SCR in EEC3 System  

In the thesis, we analyze Selective Catalytic Reduction SCR in EEC3 system in order to 

implement the service-based architecture for fault tolerant control. SCR 

6.1 What is SCR 

Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) is a technology that injects urea – a liquid-reductant 

agent – through a catalyst into the exhaust stream of a diesel engine. The urea sets off a 

chemical reaction that converts nitrogen oxides as NOx into nitrogen N2 and water H2O, 

which is then expelled through the vehicle tailpipe. While urea is the primary operating fluid 

presently used in SCR systems, alternatives to the urea agent are currently being explored. 

One option involves the use of diesel fuel to transform NOx into harmless gases. [12] 

6.2 Scania EEC3 SCR System  

This section is based on [13]. In Scania, SCR in exhaust system is shown in Figure 21. EEC3 

unit as the control unit, monitor NOx value both in upstream and downstream side using NOx 

sensor. It controls urea dosing to inject urea from urea tank to SCR. There are also other 

sensors for monitoring and diagnosing SCR system, such as pressure sensors and temperature 

sensors. 

 
Figure 21 SCR in Exhaust System 

An overview of main hardware units in SCR system is in Figure 22, where the urea agent is 

known as AdBlue. 
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EEC3 Unit 
The EEC3 is the control unit of the SCR-system. It receives the requested amount of Adblue 

from the EMS-unit and calculates a corresponding opening time for the dosing unit to inject.  

It also diagnoses the SCR-system, keeps it ready to dose and thaws the different components 

when needed.  

 
Figure 22 SCR Hardware Units3 

CAN – EMS 
The SCR system communicates with the EMS. The EMS receives measured NOx levels and 

catalyst temperature  from the EEC3 and calculates how much Adblue that should be added to 

the exhaust stream. The calculated amount is then sent as a dosing demand to the EEC3 unit. 

Adblue tank  
The tank contains the Adblue. It has a level sensor to see that the tank is not empty or has a 

low level of Adblue. In case it is frozen the tank can be heated. To detect that the tank might 

be frozen it is equipped with a temperature sensor.  

Adblue pump  
To be able to inject the Adblue in a proper way it needs to be injected under pressure. The 

purpose of the pump is to pump the Adblue up to the dosing unit under a certain pressure. 

                                                 
3
 This is simplified version within the scope of thesis. 
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This is controlled via the EEC3 by sending out a PWM-signal. The actual speed of the pump 

is measured and fed back to the EEC3.  

Dosing unit  
The dosing of the Adblue is done by opening and closing a dosing valve. The amount of 

Adblue that is injected depends on the percentage of the cycle time that the valve is open. 

Moreover the dosing unit is electrically heated and it also measures the pressure of the Adblue 

and the temperature in the dosing unit.  

6.3 EEC3 SCR Software Architecture 

In chapter 1, an overview of EEC3 software architecture (Figure 5) is introduced. To illustrate 

SCR system in EEC3 software, the mapping between the hardware units and EEC3 software 

HLAP modules are shown in Figure 23 [14]. Since the scope of our implementation only 

concerns with diagnostic in DOSC and PUMC, so a simplified version of HLAP software 

layer is introduced below. [14]  

 
Figure 23 DOSC and PUMC Software Architecture 

SMHY – SCR Manager Hydraulic Control 
DOSC handles the dosing of adblue. It calculates a duty cycle that corresponds to the 

requested dosing, that in turn is sent to the dosing unit. 

 

PUMC handles the control of the pump unit. The aim is to keep the pressure at a demanded 

level. It sends a PWM signal to the pump. 

SCR Diagnosis 
There are diagnostic modules. They are all concerned with SCR hydraulic diagnosis both on-

board and off-board. Some of the modules we would like to discard, because of off-board 

diagnostic, EEC3 thaw state, start-up phase and so on. A detailed discussion will be 

introduced in section 7.1.6. 
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SCR Manager Main Control  
It is the main state machine for the SCR system. Other modules monitor its state to choose 

behaviour. 

 

CAAM monitors the results from the diagnoses and tells the main state machine what error 

action to take. 

 

In decentralized architecture, we would like to discard these two modules. Since diagnosis 

system in completely decentralized in modules of control system, a centralized state machine 

is not needed. Modules with self-reconfiguration can transform to suitable variant to change 

behaviour. And a centralized FAM as CAAM is either not needed for decentralized actions 

executing in modules of control system. 
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Chapter 7 

 7 Service-Based Architecture for SCR in EEC3 System  

7.1 Implementation of Service-based PUMC 

7.1.1 Service View of PUMC 

The service view of PUMC is shown as below. PUMC as service provider has two service 

suppliers PRES and PUMP and one service customer DOSC. Within the scope of PUMC, 

service estimation with diagnostic tests and reconfiguration of variants are defined. Detailed 

information will be introduced in the following sections.   

DOSC

PUMC

PRES PUMP

Scope

 
Figure 24 PUMC Service View 

7.1.2 Service Provider PUMC 

PUMC is the controller for the adblue pump. The objective of the controller is to keep the 

pressure constant at the level required by the current dosage. To do this it uses feedback in the 

form of the current adblue pressure delivered from a pressure sensor built into the adblue 

injector. It also gets information about the current dosage amounts from the DOSC module. 

PUMP is its actuator. [8] 

 

Service: Keep a constant adBlue pressure in dosing unit. 

Service suppliers: PRES – Pressure Sensor, PUMP 

Customers: DOSC 

  

Tests: There are several tests used to choose between the first, second and third variant of 

PUMC. Detailed information is introduced in section 7.1.6. 

  

Variants: Variant1: Closed control with usage of the feedback signal of the actual pressure in 

the adblue injector.  
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 Variant2: Open control (LimpHome Mode). Use a default constant parameter value 

instead of the feedback value. 

 

Service Status: NOM, DIST, UNA 

7.1.3 Service Suppliers PRES  

PRES is the sensor driver for Urea injector/pump pressure sensor on LLAP layer. Since it is 

connect to physical components which are always NOM, PRES has tests for electrical faults 

on sensor that they are connected to. It also has a reconfiguration ability in order to provide 

fault tolerance. In this driver, a second variant exists that uses a default constant parameter 

value for sensors that have electrical failure. [8] 

 

Service: Provides urea injector/pump pressure in Pa 

Service suppliers: urea injector/pump pressure sensor (physical components). 

Customers: PUMC 

 

Tests: There are three electronic fault tests concerned to PRES as shown below Table 1 and 

Figure 25. If any of the three faults is validated, the service status of PUMP will turn to DIST 

and variant2 will be chosen.  

DEC 

Number 

Diagnostic Test 

008B Injector pressure sensor voltage is too low 

008C Injector pressure sensor voltage is too high 

007A Injector temperature sensor voltage is too low 
Table 1 PRES Diagnostic Tests 

L5: PRES_MIX

PRES

Diagnosis Tests

008B: pInjLow 

008C: pInjHigh

007A: tInjLow

 
Figure 25 PRES Diagnostic Tests 

Detailed information of the three tests is in [9]. 

 

Variants: 

 Variant1: provide an active value of urea injector/pump pressure.  

 Variant2: provide a default value of urea injector/pump pressure.  
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Selector

 
Figure 26 Diagnostic Modeling of PRES 

Service Status: NOM, DIST 

7.1.4 Service Suppliers PUMP  

 

PUMP provides an interface for controlling the speed of pump by controlling the PWM 

output. The feedback signal from the pump speed sensor is not used for any kind of closed 

control today. It is only used in a test for finding out if the pump is stuck or not. [8] 

 

Service Deliver actual pump speed and make pump motor rotate with given speed 

Service suppliers: Pump speed sensor, SCR pump motor (physical components)  

Customers PUMC 

 

Tests: There are four electronic fault tests concerned to PUMP as shown below. If any of the 

three faults is validated, the service status of PUMP will turn to UNA.  

DEC 

Number 

Diagnostic Test 

009A Pump supply voltage is short-cut-to-ground 

009C Pump supply is open load 

009D Pump control signal is short-cut-to-battery  

009E Pump control signal is short-cut-to-ground 
Table 2 PUMP Diagnostic Tests 

L7: PUMP_MIX

PUMP

Diagnosis Tests

009A: Supply SCGHigh 

009C: Supply OL 

009D: Control signal SCB

009E: Control signal SCG

 
Figure 27 PUMP Diagnotic Tests 

There are mainly two kinds of diagnostic tests inside PUMP . One is pump supply voltage 

diagnostic, the other is pump control signal diagnostic. We will introduce each diagnostic test 

individually with its unique DEC number.  

DEC 009A – Pump Supply Voltage SCGHigh 

A pull up resistor is used for detecting pump’s supply voltage short cut to ground. 

• TestCondition: SCG test condition is fulfilled if power supply status is ok  
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• Fault Pending: the supply voltage SCG fault will be pending if the voltage on pull up 

resistor is detected as low. As shown in Figure 28, if the sensor is short cut to ground, 

the voltage on pull-up resistance will be low.  

• Fault Validated and Action:  after fault pending has last for threshold time, the fault 

will be validated. And PUMC will execute the stop pressure action. 

 
Figure 28 Pull Up Resistor for Electronic Failure [8] 

DEC 009C - Supply OL  

• TestCondition: supply open load test condition is fulfilled if power supply status is ok. 

• Fault Pending: the supply voltage SCG fault will be pending if the max value is less 

than threshold value. 

• Fault Validated and Action:  after fault pending has last for threshold time, the fault 

will be validated. And PUMC will execute the stop pressure action. 

DEC 009D: Control signal SCB 

• TestCondition: Pump control signal short-cut-to-battery test condition is fulfilled if 

power supply status is ok 

• Fault Pending: the control signal SCB fault will be pending, when demand for PWM 

signal is more. 

DEC 009E - Pump Control Signal SCG 

 

Variants Only one 

 

Service Status: NOM, DIST 

 

7.1.5 Service Customer DOSC [7]  

DOSC is the controller for the adblue injector. DOSC has been broken down and modeled 

differently from the implementation of the functional controller module. The main reason for 

this is that the author observed several instances were different variants were chosen today in 

the code that should better be broken out of the module and be put in separate virtual sensor 

modules on the level below. 

 

Service Control the current through the adblue injector 

Service suppliers Virtual sensors V1, V2 and V3 as well as NOSC and PUMC. 

The analogue pressure sensor driver L5 as well as adblue injector driver L6 is also suppliers. 

Customers SCRC in the EMS, see comments below 
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Tests None 

 

Variants Only one 

 

7.1.6 PUMC Service Status Estimation and Reconfiguration 

The process flow of PUMC service status estimation is mainly consist of two parts: firstly 

estimate PUMC service status according to input service status of service suppliers. If all 

service suppliers are NOM, additional information from PUMC diagnostic tests are utilized to 

established the final service status of PUMC.  

 

Since the reconfiguration variants has one to one relationship with its service status, the 

choose of variant can also be achieved if PUMC service status is established. 

Look-Up Table for PUMC  
According to the input service status of service suppliers PRES and PUMP, PUMC can 

estimate it service status and choose the suitable variants.  

 

PUMC Close-Loop 

NOM 

Limp Home 

DIST 

Stop Pump 

UNA 

PRES NOM DIST - 

PUMP NOM NOM UNA 

 

PUMC Diagnostic Tests 
In EEC3 system, there are several diagnostic tests in HLAP in STMH which are concerned 

with PUMC diagnosis. They are shown below in the Figure 29 and Table 3 PUMC Diagnostic 

Tests.  

PUMC_MIX

PUMC

Diagnosis Tests

Stop pump Limp Home

DAPL:

0049:adBlue pressure too 

high

006E:adBlue pressure 

unstable

 
Figure 29 PUMC Diagnostic Tests 

DEC 

Number 

Diagnostic Test 

0043 Pump motor over speed during start-up phase 

0044 Pump motor stuck during start-up phase 

0167 The pressure of pump is too high 

0049 Injector Adblue pressure is too high 

006E Injector Adblue pressure is unstable 

0045 Injector Adblue pressure is during built-up  
Table 3 PUMC Diagnostic Tests 
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Some of the tests we should like to discard (shown by red cross in Figure 29) as listed below: 

DEC 0044 - Reductant pump motor is stuck 

DEC 0043 - Reductant pump motor overspeed 

DEC 0167 – Pump Pressure is too high 

For tests related to limp home mode action can be seen in [9].  

7.1.7 Diagnostic Modeling of PUMC 

Diagnostic Modeling of PUMC 
The diagnostic modeling of PUMC is shown as below in Figure 30. The selector and working 

flow of service estimation and reconfiguration can be seen in [9].  

 

Diagnostic Tests Placement for PUMC Service View 
In the following Figure 31, it is all the diagnostic tests related to PUMC service view. The 

validation of these diagnostic tests can affect to the service estimation in the view. 

PUMC_MIX

PUMC: 1

Close-Loop

PUMC:3

Stop Pump

PUMC:2

Limp Home

Selector

T_PUMC

L5: PRES_MIX

PRES:1

Active 

Pressure

T_PRES

L7: PUMP_MIX

PUMP

T_PUMP

PRES:2

default 

Pressure

Selector

DOSC

 
Figure 30 PUMC Diagnostic Modeling 
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PUMC_MIX

PUMC

Diagnosis Tests

Stop pump Limp Home

L7: PUMP_MIX

PUMP

Diagnosis Tests

Stop pump

009A: Supply SCGHigh 

009C: Supply OL 

009D: Control signal SCB

009E: Control signal SCG

L5: PRES_MIX

PRES

Diagnosis Tests

Limp Home

008B: pInjLow 

008C: pInjHigh

DAPL:
0049:Adblue pressure is too 

high

006E:Adblue pressure is 

unstable

TMPA:
007A: tInjLow

 
Figure 31 Diagnostic Tests Placement of PUMC Service View 

 

7.2 Conclusion and Discussion 

In the second part of our thesis, we implemented a service-based architecture for PUMC in 

SCR EEC3 system. Due to time limitation, the service-based architecture of SCR system in 

EEC3 still needs to built in future work. 

 

During the second part of implementation, due to original centralized architecture, we found it 

is not so easy to extract module-oriented FTC information from the EEC3 system. Still, the 

service-based architecture has following contributions: 

 

 To obtain good FTC performance 

Decentralize fault tolerant action is achieved by self-reconfiguration in modules of 

control system. For example in EEC3 system, if any fault is validated inside PUMC 

mix, PUMC can detected the DTC active status directly from the decentralized DIMA 

and reconfigure itself into limp home mode variant immediately. So a fast and 

guaranteed fault action response is achieved.  

 

 To reduce complexity 

In purely service-based architecture, the dependency of fault propagation only lies in 

service status instead of signal flow. The complexity of FTC modeling is reduced with 

fewer faults related I/O and easier condition for service estimation. For example in 
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EEC3 system, the conditions of PUMC states are depend on five elements: the SCR 

main state machine, accommodation manager state, signal status and component status. 

The dependency complexity is combined with the number of condition elements. For 

serviced-based architecture, the conditions are only depend on service status and 

diagnostic tests’ result. So the dependency complexity is reduced.  

 

 to facilitate efficient distributed engineering of large scale system 

In service based architecture, modules in control system can be seen as a service 

provider with self-diagnose and self-reconfiguration to faults. The reusability in the 

context of component based software is achieved. For example in EEC3 system, 

PUMC can now be seen as a software component with its fault-tolerant-control 

function inside. PUMC component can be easily reused when building a emission 

control system. It will facilitate FTC engineering of large scale system. 
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Chapter 8 

 8 Result and Conclusion 

The objectives of the thesis as stated in introduction have been achieved. A decentralize 

diagnostic system is constructed, which can be easily applied to any ECUs in Scania. A 

demonstration is shown in section 4.2 as the result of the first part of thesis project. A service-

based architecture is applied to PUMC in SCR EEC system in section 7.1. It can be seen as 

the result of the second part of thesis project.  

 

As a conclusion, the contribution of this service-based decentralized architecture for fault 

tolerant control is listed as below: 

 

 To obtain good FTC performance 

The central processing in DIMA is eliminated. Since now we place the decentralized 

diagnose system in modules of ECU system, it will execute with modules to make one 

FTC execution. Decentralize fault tolerant action is achieved by self-reconfiguration 

in modules of control system. So a fast and guaranteed fault action response is 

achieved. The performance of FTC is improved.  

 

 To reduce complexity 

In EEC3 system, for example, there are 186 number of tests. They are all combined in 

one centralized DIMA. The complexity of fault isolation and the number of fault 

action possibilities is considered in centralized solution. In decentralized diagnose 

system, only module-oriented test and DEC/DTC is placed locally in the module. The 

dependencies and relevant measure is reduced in decentralized architecture. Less 

number of code lines is achieved in module-oriented FTC and it is easier to analyze 

and understand. 

 

In purely service-based architecture, the dependency of fault propagation only lies in 

service status instead of signal flow. The complexity of FTC modeling is reduced with 

fewer faults related I/O and easier condition for service estimation.  

 

 to facilitate efficient distributed engineering of large scale system 

In centralized architecture, for example EEC3 centralized calibration file dima_cal, it 

consist more lines of code. Since in decentralized architecture, calibration information 

is placed more module-oriented, modular FTC system can be maintained by multiple 

engineers with clear responsibility distribution.  

 

In service based architecture, modules in control system can be seen as a service 

provider with self-diagnose and self-reconfiguration to faults. The reusability in the 
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context of component based software is achieved.  It will facilitate FTC engineering of 

large scale system. 

 

Individual conclusion and discussion of the two parts can be seen in section 3.5, 4.3 and 7.2.  
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Chapter 9 

 9 Future Work 

For the first sub-project “Decentralized diagnosis platform and centralized communication 

node”, since we only implement the pre-development of Decentralized DIMA, more advanced 

function is needed in the future. Memory area is needed for storage of non-volatile data. Fault 

data management, such as DEC/DTC erase is needed. And since in our architecture, we 

assume completely decentralization, for more complex system, maybe partly decentralization 

and mix decentralization still need to be considered. And our DIMA-BSW hasn’t been tested 

by extensive data, e.g. CU case.  

 

For the second sub-project “Service based architecture for fault tolerant control”, we only 

implement PUMC module as service provider. A complete service view of EEC3 system still 

needs service analysis in other modules in EEC3.  

 

Since our thesis is belonging to the DIAGUIDE project, the rest two sub-projects need to be 

implemented in future work: Fault communication of SW-component; Bayesian networks for 

modeling. 
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